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“The best
way to find
yourself…
is to lose
yourself
in the service
of others.”
– Mahatma Gandhi
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This year as part of the Service Learning Committee,
I have had the pleasure of being able to walk down
to Alia and Jen’s Youngers classroom, every Tuesday
and Friday at 10:30, to help out with whatever they
may be doing. The visits are only supposed to go to
11:05 but they often extend past 11:20 because not a
single member of our group ever wants to leave.
It is a surreal experience watching all the kids
knowing that you were in their shoes seven years
ago, and now in your last year you get to watch
them begin their journey here at this school.
Whether it is sounding out a word in a reading
block or finding the answer to an addition problem,
they bring a great enthusiasm to learning, all the
while maintaining the innocence and happiness of
five and six year old boys and girls.
It really brings a smile to your face.
– Sam, Olders student

Save The Date!
Goal of Education
PS1 on Facebook
We encourage our readers to send in their thoughts, opinions and ideas to Amanda@psone.org

PS1 Pluralistic School Curriculum Values
Building an understanding of, connection to, and
respect for one’s self, others and the earth

Head's Column

Our school’s Vision
Statement is “Celebrate
the Many; Build One.”
If it weren’t taken
already to describe
the unifying theme for
all of our work with
both children and
adults on our campus,
it could also serve
as an effective quote
to describe service
learning. In more
traditional settings,
service learning is tied
directly to community
service and most often
connotes doing something for someone else who is less fortunate than the participant.
At PS1, we go deeper than that. Allow me to elaborate.
Service learning and service to our community are an integral part
of a pluralistic education. We do reach out to others, and we work
to make that experience personal. Pluralism is about becoming a
working member of a group through acknowledging the contributions
to that community from every single person. To achieve the most
lasting benefits from service learning, we both give and receive. With
our school’s connection to OPCC (Ocean Park Community Center)
spearheaded by two PS1 parents, Susan Hoffman-Hyman and Gaby
Greenberg, and supported throughout by several members of the PS1
faculty, we not only work with that other organization but we get to
know both the people we work with and the individuals they serve.
The key word here is individual. It is not just the agency. It is not those
people. Each person served through the many programs at OPCC has
a name… and a story. You can’t celebrate the many without taking the
time to get to know each one who constitutes the many.
It is not noblesse oblige that is the goal in service learning; it is
rather commonality of being. When our students get to know children
and adults from other walks of life, they come to realize what they
have in common as well as their differences. For many years we had
a school-wide PS1 program among adults called Common Ground
where our motto was: May the day soon come when the differences
between us are less important than the humanity we share. It is in this
spirit that we integrate service learning into our program and curriculum. In fact service learning connects us with another individual who
has just as much to give us as we have to give them. Prejudice comes

from ignorance.
Where better than
through a school experience for knowledge to
overcome prejudice?
I hope through every
service learning project
or program that a PS1
student participates in,
the personal connection
is what is most lasting.
Service learning
leads to an appreciation and practical
application for all PS1’s
curriculum values found
elsewhere on this page
in chart form—community awareness, citizenship, stewardship, identity, social justice,
environmental awareness, and global awareness. The sub-heading
on the chart reads “building an understanding of, connection to, and
respect for one’s self, others, and the earth.” Teachers at PS1 are
encouraged to pursue their passions and their students’ interests
in determining what they do and how they implement these values
inside their classrooms and out. I want them always to be thinking
about these values whenever they determine a unit of study; whenever
they think of questions to challenge their students; and whenever
they need to be thinking about themes. Because rather than thinking
about subjects or topics to teach, I think we serve children better
when those areas are doused in themes and values.
Teachers teach those themes with a caveat—look at the center of
the chart and you find the word “pluralism”—that’s what distinguishes
our school from every other school. Pluralism provides the context,
the foundation, the mindset, the underpinning, and our reason for
being. Pluralism is a pervasive thought; it is not a curriculum. It is not
what we teach; it is not how we teach; pluralism is WHO WE ARE.
Pluralism is the ‘connection’ piece when we list our three school
core values of Competence, Confidence, and CONNECTION. Service
Learning is not just another activity that comprises a portion of our
curriculum. It is likely the clearest demonstration of pluralism in action
— reaching out to, and learning from, others helps lead us all to be a
part of one cohesive global community, one day at a time. Celebrate
the Many; Build ONE.
–Joel Pelcyger, Head of School
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Explore and Serve in Santa Monica Club
During PS1’s Clubs season, the Explore and Serve in Santa Monica Club explored and served! The mixed-age
group of students visited local businesses, learned how they support our community, and had a chance to take
part in an important job at each site.
Students brainstormed ideas about where to visit. First they went to Euclid Park and picked up trash; at
Dunkin’ Donuts, students prepared coffee “to-go” bags; at the pet shop/doggie day care, Healthy Spot, students
stocked shelves with items and tasted dog biscuits. Additionally, students visited a local preschool, Beginnings,
and read books to the younger children.
Students enjoyed being off campus, learning about our surrounding community, and participating in the
important work of several local businesses (not to mention sharing donuts and visiting with the dogs)!

Traditions Old and

MadAuction
PS1’s annual fundraiser was held on April 18th at Luxe Sunset.
Close to 100 parents and friends of PS1 volunteered their time
and energy to help make the event a smashing success… and
the community members in attendance all raised their paddles
enthusiastically in support of PS1’s commitment to financial aid.
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Student Swap
The annual Student Swap was a highlight of Earth Week as
students brought in their gently used goods and traded them
in for new treasures! The Student Swap has been such a fun
tradition, adults decided to participate this year with their very
own Adult Swap. In creating a notable new tradition this year,
the leftover goods from both swaps were packed and delivered
to a local nonprofit selected by the Grad Service Committee.

d New

Read Across America Day
March 2nd was the National Education Association’s Read Across
America Day. PS1 students promoted the joy of reading while
celebrating the birthday of beloved author Dr. Seuss. Olders
students donned the Cat in the Hat’s stovepipe hat and brought
Dr. Seuss’ words to life with read-a-louds in every PS1 classroom.

PS Serves
PS Serves is PS1’s new partnership with the Ocean Park Community Center in Santa Monica
(OPCC) intended to enhance and strengthen our commitment to community service. Initiated by volunteer PS1 parents in collaboration with teachers and staff, PS Serves meets after
school for a series of three-week sessions. Hands-on activities included preparing and serving
a full course dinner for the homeless, decorating hand-painted lunch totes packed with baked
goods and fresh fruit, organizing a donation drive to collect pet items, and planting an array
of potted plants to decorate OPCC’s residential facility. Susan Hoffman-Hyman and Gabrielle
Greenberg are the parent volunteer coordinators for this project.
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An important aspect of Pluralism is the notion that we must actively seek to
engage with and understand others — not despite of, but on account of their
differences or similarities. Service Learning is therefore an integral part of
PS1’s curriculum — it involves both learning and service, helping students
build connections. Ideas for activities or projects are generated from student
observation, class discussions and sheer curiosity. For this reason, service
projects germinate from within the curriculum and classroom, and often evolve
over time as the learning gets underway.

LG Red

AJD Orange

LG Red students are environmental stewards of the PS1 garden
throughout the year, growing their connections with nature and
fellow students. Their toils produced flowers for classrooms and
food for the all-school camping trip. Through the experience,
students come to realize where their food comes from, the natural
resources required to produce food, and the responsibilities
of caring for a garden from day to day.

AJD Orange noticed how full the Lost and Found collection box
and racks had become. One student remarked, “People keep
losing their stuff and leaving it around. They forget to bring it
back home.” Another added “Then, people don’t go back to check
the Lost-and-Found.” The conversations segued to action, and a
committee was formed. Students became committed to matching
owners to their clothes and goods. By checking names on tags and
sometimes old stuck-on hot lunch stickers, looking at sizes to narrow
down cluster belongings and going room-to-room to advertise
the goods, AJDO’s efforts benefitted the whole community!

Y

Pluralistic Conne
JL Violet
Six students in John and Louise’s class have chosen leadership
as their second semester goal. Leadership can mean overseeing
a book club, offering assistance to administrators in the office,
or completing and presenting a special project that reinforces a
curricular topic. Leadership also takes the form of older children
working with younger children in a service capacity — a hallmark
of the PS1 experience. Students have volunteered in Youngers
classrooms by supervising learning centers, assisting during
gardening and art activities and mentoring Youngers students in
the pursuit of their own goals.
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HJ Indigo
HJ Indigo strives to make our community a better place and
believes that no contribution is too big or too small. We assist
Pedro by putting away the P.E. equipment when the yard gets
messy, aid Lina in cleaning the Art Room brushes and palettes,
and we water the plants in our school garden. Having mastered
the Dewey decimal system, we also help Christina to shelve
books in the Library during our recess time.

JK Green
To foster civic responsibility, JK Green partnered with 5th graders from nearby McKinley Elementary School to learn about
their school’s garden and to help them prepare for planting. The
knowledge we gained that day was applied to our own PS1 garden.
Service learning goes beyond what is learned in the classroom.
Students gained new skills and new friends by working directly
with the community.

ections
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BJ Blue

BJ Yellow

BJ Blue connects science and service. The year-long recycling
project collecting plastic bottles, glass, and aluminum cans to
be redeemed at the local recycling center seamlessly connected
with our study of water conservation. Additionally, while learning
about the simple machines and specific laws of physics, BJ students collected, cleaned and made adjustments to used bicycles.
The bikes are destined for donation to the local, non-profit OPCC
transitional home for clients in need of transportation.

Service learning in BJ Yellow has
focused on connecting to and supporting students in the Youngers Cluster.
Throughout the year, BJY students have
enjoyed hosting centers in Youngers
Classrooms. They have taught math
concepts, shared favorite activities and
shared their budding literacy skills by
reading to students during D.E.A.R. time.
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Service Learning
Olders Cluster
Olders lead by giving back to PS1, all the while building lasting memories. For Olders,
leadership opportunities on campus are a daily occurrence building confidence, stewardship and community awareness. Whether they are organizing their own leadership
P.E. classes each week, helping Youngers students with their math centers, reading
and writing stations, making announcements and introductions at weekly Circle Times,
organizing the annual School Swap, baking delicious treats for our bake sale fundraiser,
planning our school-wide movie night, or beautifying our campus by planting gardens
with Bridge and Youngers students, you will find them interacting with purpose and
intention throughout each day of every week.

O

Pluralis
Physical Education
By their seventh year at PS1, our graduating students have handled most every piece
of sports apparatus in our P.E. equipment lockers. They’ve come to know their favorite
manipulatives — parachute, rubber chickens, stacking cups and field hockey sticks. So
it’s no wonder our graduates have voted to support their beloved P.E. program with the
receipts of their fundraisers. Over the years, graduates’ gifts to PS1 have included our
rock traverse wall, tetherball, climbing web and the basketball hoops inside the MPR.
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Music

Art

Each spring, the PS1 Chorus looks forward to performing a
special show at a local preschool, treating the youngsters with
song. Our chorus members marvel at the appreciative young
audiences, and realize that music is a gift that they can share.

Art inspires service and service inspires art at PS1. In our
creations inspired by our homegrown vegetables or studies of
endangered wildlife, we unite as stewards of the Earth when
our art becomes a vehicle for positive change.

stic Connections
The Studio

Library

The Studio supports service learning and community awareness
while reinforcing our sustainable practices. During their
exploration into sound, Youngers built a sound garden to share
with the whole school. An Olders’ advisory group created a city
scape by up-cycling old computers. Up-cycling reduces the
amount of junk that would otherwise end up in a landfill… and
that serves all of us.

Co-sponsored by the Library and Admissions with its open invitation to prospective families, Pajama Storytime is a delightful
evening of stories, read by our own PS1 Olders. Our Olders get
in the spirit of things and wear PJs as they share some of their
favorite stories from when they were younger. After reading,
students serve up light refreshments and mingle with our special
guests – having a spectacular time doing it all. By being themselves in representing their school, their cluster, and themselves,
they serve PS1 as well as their audience.
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The PS1 Alumni Association

AlumniCorner

Alumni Corner

We try to include as many Alumni updates as space
allows. If you were not included in this column, and
you sent us an update, please look for your feature in
an upcoming issue. We love hearing your news!

We would love to hear from you!
1980–89
Heidi Seibold, Class of 1987
Heidi works for Gamma Phi Beta Foundation
in Denver and is an internationally active
teacher and competitor in martial arts. See
below for more updates on the Seibold family.

1990–99
Whitney Seibold, Class of 1990
Whitney and his wife, Angie, gave birth to
a boy on April 15. Whitney is a critic and
podcaster for CraveOnline in Los Angeles.
Whitney’s mom, Louana, our former PS1 School
Health Advisor, is a Clinical RN Instructor
for College America in Colorado. This past
January, Louana returned from Liberia where
she worked for AmeriCares as part of a nursing team responding to the Ebola outbreak.
Cody Dashiell-Earp, Class of 1996
Along with being a class rep for the PS1 Class of
1996, Cody is also a resident physician at UCLA.
Charlotte Baskin-Gerwitz, Class of 1999
Charlotte is currently a first year law student
at George Washington University in D.C.
After graduating from Tufts, she earned
her Masters in International Public Policy at
University College London. She worked in
London at a public affairs firm focused on
environmental issues and upon returning
to the States, worked for Global Green, an
international nonprofit involved with nuclear
and chemical weapons non-proliferation.

2000–09
Jessy Ekstein, Class of 2002
Jessy attended Crossroads and Syracuse
University. She now lives and works in N.Y.,
renting apartments… and recently had her
first sale!
Nicholas Maya, Class of 2002
Nick graduated from New York University
in 2012 with a B.A. in Ethnomusicology. He
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works for Universal Music Publishing Group
as a Creative Manager and A&R, scouting
new artists while working with the current
roster of artists/bands to pair them with
songwriters (hopefully to create hits!). He
adds, “The environment has always been an
important interest in my life, and I continue
to pursue extracurricular activities that
allow me to be outside as well as promoting
environmentalism.” Nick volunteers at the
California Wildlife Center in Calabasas, working to rehabilitate wild mammals and birds,
specifically California Sea Lions and Northern Elephant Seals. He says, “PS1 taught
me to think outside the box. Creativity has
always been my strong suit and PS1 helped
to nurture that quality in me.” His biggest
takeaway from PS1: “Stay true to myself and
don’t be afraid of being different or thinking
differently from the majority.”
Maya Van Peebles, Class of 2005
Maya writes, “I am currently an RA at Fordham University where I will be graduating
this May, 2015. I will be graduating with a
major in Political Science and a minor in
African and African American studies.”
Maya’s interests include Deaf Education (she
is treasurer of the Deaf Education American
Sign Language Club at Fordham), Residential
Life, and Yoga. She adds that as an RA she
is involved in many service learning geared
programs. This summer, she is working as a
PA for a large film and studying for the LSAT.
About her PS1 experience, she notes, “It encouraged me to be myself. [I learned] there
is no one way to get something done… you
can be yourself, accomplish everything… and
that great teachers really make a difference.”
Maggie Blattel, Class of 2006
Maggie is currently enrolled at New York
University, studying Media, Culture, and
Communications, and she will be continuing
her internship at Elle Magazine this summer.

Oliver Curry, Class of 2008
Oliver attends George Washington University, majoring in International Affairs,
concentrating on development and policy
with a possible minor in political science or
finance. He is also a starter for the Division
1 soccer team at GW. He says that PS1 “…
taught me to always pursue my interests and
to think critically, something that is necessary in the latter years of high school and, of
course, college. Despite being in 300-person
lectures, I am always trying to build relationships, not only with my classmates but my
professors as well - something that I did with
all of my teachers at PS1. In doing so I can
create connections that make learning more
interesting and furthermore present professional opportunities for the future.”
Madelyn (Madi) Holtzman, Class of 2009
Madi is graduating from Windward and is
excited to share that she will be attending
Loyola Marymount University in the fall of
2015. Go Lions!
Emily Surloff, Class of 2009
Emily received a huge honor when she
was named to the LA Times All-Star Girls’
Basketball Team. Emily was selected as the
Division 1AA “Player of the Year” at Windward and was a top three-point shooting
threat, averaging 17 points a game. Emily is
a true scholar-athlete, with academic honors
including being named a National Merit
Commended Scholar, Dean’s List, Spanish
Honor Society, National Honor Society, and
the recipient of the Wellesley Junior Book
Award. She is headed to Columbia University
in the fall. Congrats Emily!

2010–present
Makai Andrews, Class of 2010
Makai writes with an exciting update: “In
5th grade I was in a poetry class with John
Waldman. I remember being proud of my
piece one day, and self-electing to read it
aloud to the class, which was a big deal for
someone who was too shy to even speak
in public for many years. My writing career
has spiraled ever since then, and by some
miracle I am now studying Creative Writing at Interlochen Arts Academy, an arts
boarding school in Northern Michigan. In
the past few months I have been recognized
by the Scholastic Arts and Writing Competition, winning Silver Keys in Flash Fiction,
Short Story, and Personal Essay/Memoir, as
well as Honorable Mention in Poetry. I was
a finalist in the 2015 Charles Crupi Memorial
Poetry Contest, and an article I wrote was
recently published on Lip Magazine.”
Coltrane Marcus, Class of 2010
Coltrane is finishing his Junior year at Brentwood School where he was recently selected
to be one of Brentwood’s Peer Leaders. It is
a distinguished honor, as only ten students
were chosen from the many that interviewed
and applied. Congratulations Coltrane!
Alex Pantuck, Class of 2010
Alex attends Crossroads and writes, “[This

Find Your Class Rep…

summer] I’m taking a course on alternative
energy at Brown, travelling across Europe
with a small group, and writing college essays.” Reflecting back on his PS1 experience,
Alex believes PS1 helped him become the
open-minded person he is today. He also
thanks PS1 (and Brad) for teaching him grammar. He adds, “All the way in eleventh grade,
some of my peers still haven’t been taught it!”

Find your graduation class representatives
listed below and send them your updates,
news & announcements! Our Director of
Admissions, Beth Kemp, will collect them
throughout the year for future editions of
Periscope. You can also email Beth directly
at beth@psone.org.
Maggie Blattel

Alissa Rodriguez, Class of 2010
Alissa is currently a Junior at Alexander
Hamilton High School and is on her way to
enrolling at a four-year university. She has
joined several extracurricular clubs this year
and is enjoying school!
Dylan Vecchione, Class of 2011
Dylan was recently featured in the article,
“REEFQUEST: A 16-year-old and his passion for the world’s reefs” on mashable.
com. Now a Sophomore at Wildwood,
Dylan started his non-profit organization,
ReefQuest, when he was a seven-year-old
student at PS1. ReefQuest (www.reefquest.
org) fosters marine environmental stewardship through citizen science. Dylan says.
“I’m specifically looking at coral reefs, but
bringing awareness to what’s happening to
the entire ocean environment—the oceans
produce half the world’s oxygen!” Log on to
ReefQuest to access science experiments,
view Dylan’s extensive underwater photography collection, and get involved with
marine preservation.

Oliver Curry

Dylan Vecchione

Isabella Leeves-Coben, Class of 2013
Isabella and her horse, Tonario, won three
classes in the Mission Pacific Dressage Show
in May, and she was the overall high scoring
Junior on one of the two days. She will
attend Marymount High School in the fall.
Auden McCaw, Class of 2013
Auden attends Windward School and plays
volleyball, hockey, and soccer. In his spare
time he volunteers with a community outreach program at a local Westside children’s
center. Auden says “PS1 affected me by
showing me another way, and another method to handling my obstacles - life skills and
learning alike.” He is headed to New York this
summer to work at the design office of Rag
and Bone.

Maya Van Peebles

Katie Raphaelson

Alex Pantuck

Violet Murray, Class of 2013
Violet attends Crossroads and is excited to
spend time on the east coast this summer,
in New York City and New Hampshire. Violet
says the PS1 philosophy helped her learn
to connect with the teachers and faculty at
Crossroads, and that her time at PS1 taught
her to always believe in herself.
Alissa Rodriguez

Katie Raphaelson, Class of 2013
Katie attends Brentwood School where she
participates in softball, basketball and musical theater. She volunteers her time with Girl
Scouts and Brentwood’s Service Camp. She
says one of the biggest takeaways from her
PS1 experience is how to establish strong
relationships with her teachers at any school.

1971–79
Please email beth@psone.org if you’d like
to volunteer as a grad rep for this decade
1980–89
Please email beth@psone.org if you’d like
to volunteer as a grad rep for this decade
Classes of 1990–94:
Please email beth@psone.org if you’d like
to volunteer as a grad rep for these years
Class of 1995:
Brian Roth, Briroth@gmail.com
Class of 1996:
Cody Dashiell-Earp, codyde@gmail.com
Heston Liebowitz, heston@hestonliebowitz.com
Class of 1997:
Brianna Dollinger, bfdollinger@gmail.com
Zachary Brock, zbrock@gmail.com
Class of 1998:  
Nora Frankel;
Zachary Meredith, zachmeredith@gmail.com
Class of 1999:
Beryl Liebowitz, berylliebowitz@gmail.com
Isabella Lebovitz, Isabella.lebovitz@gmail.com
Class of 2000:
Michael Larson, michaelkentlarson@gmail.com
Erica Everage, Erica.v.everage@gmail.com
Gina Rockenwagner, ginarocca@gmail.com
Jake Faulkner
Class of 2001:  
Carli Singer, devincarli@gmail.com
Kylie Clark, kbclark@gmail.com
James Weinberger;
Alex Marshi, alexandermarshi@gmail.com
Sam Alper, alper.sam@gmail.com
Class of 2002:
Hayley Lloyd, hayley.d.lloyd@gmail.com
Brad Thompson-Moreland, bradleytm@gmail.com
Molly Wertheimer, babyridr@aol.com
Class of 2003:
Rosie Achorn-Rubenstein, SRAR1290@sbcglobal.net
Michelle Cortrite; James Larson
Class of 2004:
Lindsay Rapkin, lindsrap@aol.com
Griffin Harris, theroastedplum@aol.com
Alex Hartung; Elijah Tilghman-Eddings
Class of 2005:
Elle Brosh, ellebrosh@gmail.com
Sam Mindel, samuel.mindel@gmail.com
Lili Cohen; Natalie Swain
Class of 2006:
Gabe Schuman, febesons@yahoo.com
Wade Clement, wade01@aol.com
Gina Segall, ginasegall@yahoo.com
Class of 2007:
Ariel Fenster;
Emma Laurent, esl2@st-andrews.ac.uk
Leslie Dinkin, leslied1017@aol.com
Morgan Pantuck, creepycrawlies54@aol.com
Class of 2008:
Zak Fenster;
Louly Maya, summergirl5896@aol.com
Hero Stevenson
Class of 2009:
Kalia Bornstein, Kalia@bornarch.com
Nicki Shapiro, Caligirl81297@gmail.com
Jake Mindel: jmindel@bwscampus.com
Marie Line, mjl913@yahoo.com
Class of 2010:
Asa Germann, 121497@gmail.com
Veronica Crow, misscrow98@gmail.com
Rudy Frayre, rudyfrayre@yahoo.com
Kelly Riopelle, Kerio311@gmail.com
Class of 2011:
Amanda Reymer;
Rod Henley, rhenley123@gmail.com
Olivia Bornstein, Olivia@bornarch.com
Dylan Vecchione, Dylan@vecchione.com
Class of 2012:
Matthew Tovar: dkm3tov@icloud.com
Sadie Abraham, sadiejean@me.com
Lukas Mitchell;
Camille Riopelle, catlover131@gmail.com
Class of 2013:
Melina Waldman, mew3221@gmail.com
Sage Brand Wolf, smailbox715@gmail.com
Farid Adibi, farid@adibi.me
Zachary Leete, pelicanmouth@verizon.net
Katie Raphaelson, katesfluffy@aol.com

Nicholas Maya
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Save The Date!
May

June

25

Memorial Day

26

Chorus Performance

28

School Tour

29

Instrumental Music Performance

29

Memoir Club

4

Aftercare Modern Dance Performance

5

Olders Shakespeare Circle Time
Performance

5

New Family Dinner

8

Olders Shakespeare Circle Time
Performance

11

Last Day of Classes, Noon Dismissal

11

Graduation

12

Moving Up Day
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